CALL FOR PRESENTATIONS
The Society of Municipal Arborists (SMA) will hold its 44th Annual Conference on October 12-15, 2008 in San
Diego, California. SMA invites potential speakers to submit a presentation proposal to the SMA Education
Committee for inclusion in the conference program. The theme of the 2008 SMA Annual Conference is
“The Future of Urban Forestry—It’s More Than Trees.” Presentations addressing this theme, or subsets
of this theme, are preferred, although presentations addressing other related municipal arboriculture
and urban forestry topics are also welcome. SMA is looking for presentations that highlight examples of
municipal arborists and urban foresters responding to the many challenges facing our profession today.
SMA is looking for presentations that share:
® lessons learned, “how we did it” case studies, or applications of Municipal Forester Institute principles
® new research insights or on-the-ground application of
research findings

® strategies for addressing emerging issues and trends
® practical and relevant methods for dealing with the
critical issues facing urban forestry today

Presentations displaying outstanding qualities of innovation, leadership, and collaboration, or that
address technical, financial, technological, and organizational challenges are appropriate, as are sessions
related to the ISA Certified Arborist - Municipal Specialist domains.

PROPOSAL DETAILS
® Proposal Form: Complete the presentation proposal
form that can found on the SMA Web site, www.
urban-forestry.com. Include all pertinent information
about yourself and any co-presenter. Be sure to fill
out all the spaces on the forms.
® Learning Objective: All submissions must include
a learning objective that conveys the presenter’s
intent of what the attendees should learn from the
presentation. When writing learning objectives use
active verbs like: implement, evaluate, prepare, solve,
identify, demonstrate, discuss. Avoid verbs like: know,
understand, learn.

® Session Format: Although PowerPoint presentations/lectures are common, please consider using
other formats, such as panel discussions, role-playing, etc. Describe the format of your presentation.
® Session Length: Please indicate the expected length
of your presentation (30, 45, 60 minutes). SMA
will try to allocate your session the requested number of minutes; however, due to space limitations
and time constraints, we reserve the flexibility to
change the length to fit the overall program.

USEFUL INFORMATION FOR POTENTIAL PRESENTERS
® Conference speakers will be offered a
discounted conference registration rate.
Travel expenses are generally the responsibility of the speaker; however, partial
travel assistance may be available.

® Proposals are due no later than
February 1, 2008. Successful presenters accepted for the program
will be notified by April 15, 2008,
and the conference program will be
announced on June 1, 2008.

® Please direct questions about the call for
presentations to Paul Ries, Chair of the
SMA Education Committee, at pries@odf.
state.or.us or (503) 945-7391.

SUBMISSION PROCEDURE
Submit your presentation proposal in Microsoft Word format via e-mail ONLY, using the proposal form from the SMA
Web site. Only electronic submissions will be accepted.
www.urban-forestry.com

E-mail the completed one-page proposal form to Diana
Peden at dpeden@odf.state.or.us no later than 5 p.m. on
February 1, 2008.
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A Greater and Greener New York City
by Matt Stephens, Forester, New York City Parks and Recreation Department

There are 20,641 Fraxinus pennsylvanica and 7,070 Sophora japonica planted as street trees in New York City. Photo courtesy of
New York Parks and Recreation

I

n April 2007, Mayor of New York City Michael Bloomberg
announced PlaNYC: a blueprint to improve the quality
of life and urban environment in the City by 2030. It is
expected that by the year 2030, the population of New
York City will increase to more than nine million. This is
an increase of 900,000 people, the equivalent of adding
the tenth largest city in the United States. PlaNYC is a
strategy to accommodate this growth while creating a
greener, healthier, and more sustainable city.

PlaNYC is a vision of the future that includes
• providing New Yorkers with cleaner air by
reducing the amount of greenhouse gases
emitted
• maintaining the purity of the drinking water
• opening waterfronts to recreation and
parkland
• conserving and maximizing the City’s energy
resources
• offering more choices on how to travel quickly
and efficiently within the City
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• restoring contaminated land
• capturing and recycling stormwater
• ensuring housing is sustainable and available to all citizens
• ensuring no citizen is more than a ten-minute
walk from parkland
• planting a substantial amount of trees and
gardens

New York City Parks Department and PlaNYC
Over time, the parks system of New York has struggled
to keep pace with its population growth. In a recent
survey, 82% of New Yorkers cited open spaces as one
of their most cherished City assets. It is estimated by
PlaNYC that by the year 2030, fifty-nine neighborhoods
will have less than 1.5 acres of open space per 1000
residents, which is the baseline standard used to quantify the amount of park space necessary. Therefore, one
of the major goals of PlaNYC is to ensure every New
Yorker lives within a ten-minute walk of public green
space. To meet this goal, 290 schoolyards will be transCity Trees

formed to playgrounds, options for competitive athletics
will increase, and a series of underdeveloped parks will
be modernized. Furthermore, the usable hours at existing spaces will be extended so more people can take
advantage.

street trees, an additional 380,000 planted in wooded
areas and in open park space, and an additional
400,000 planted by the City’s partners on private land.
The addition of a million trees will increase the City’s
canopy cover to over 27%.

New York City Parks and Recreation will also be planting
an additional 800 greenstreets. Greenstreets are traffic
triangles and medians that have been converted into
gardens. Over 2,200 exist now, and by 2017 the city
will have over 3000 of these mini gardens dispersed
throughout the City. Additional landscape architects will
be hired to design these 800 additional sites. PlaNYC
also provides additional maintenance staff of these horticulture sites to ensure the survival of new plantings.

Current street tree plantings fill 73% of potential street
tree planting space in New York City. Over the next ten
years all curbside planting opportunities will be filled
throughout the City. To achieve this goal, a few changes
will occur in the operations of the Parks Department
Forestry Division:

Million Trees NYC
New York City will be planting one million trees over
the next ten years. The Parks Department, not-for-profit
partners, the private sector, and the residents will all
collaborate to achieve the one- million-tree goal. A
Million Trees NYC will include the planting of 220,000

• All dead trees will be replaced.
• Entire blocks will be planted with street trees
instead of individual tree pits, particularly
in communities that lack significant canopy
cover.
• All outstanding tree stumps will be removed
and replaced with trees.
• Thirty-four new foresters and forty-three new
climbers and pruners will be hired.
The expansion in Parks funding and the addition of new
staff symbolizes the seriousness of commitment on the
mayor’s part to make New York City greener, healthier,
and more sustainable.

The Domino Effect
PlaNYC is an ambitious plan that will ensure the City of
New York will be able to cope with the influx of people
continued pg. 38…

Just a few of the 63,660 Pyrus calleryana planted as street
trees in New York City. Photo courtesy of New York Parks and
Recreation

www.urban-forestry.com

Quercus robur make up less than one percent of the total street
tree population in New York City. Photo: Matt Stephens
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Your Mission (If You Choose to Accept It)
by Phillip Rodbell, U.S. Forest Service

Municipal arboriculture does not exist as a program
at the federal level. What does exist is an Urban and
Community Forestry (UCF) Program in the U.S. Forest
Service. Since 1990, this national program has provided funding through the states for technical and financial
assistance to local government and nonprofit programs
to plant and manage community trees and forests. The
purpose of this work—the federal role—has been variously interpreted and often misunderstood.
The legislation that guides the UCF Program (Section
9 of the Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act of 1978)
is written broadly to enable the agency to enhance the
benefits provided by trees and forests where people
live. These benefits (and thus the federal role) have
been proven to contribute to overall quality of life,
economic development, air quality improvements and
energy conservation (through heat island mitigation),
as well as community health and social well-being of a
growing population.
I bring this up because many people believe and communicate the federal role to be one of planting and
managing community trees. No. That’s what you do.
This is only one means of accomplishing the ends we
seek at the federal level. My concern is if we don’t focus
on the ends we may never get there, and the public
may—rightly—shut us down.
The federal authorities for urban and community forestry go far beyond your authorities. For example, through
your state forestry agency, we can plant and care for
trees on private property. In fact, this may be the quickest way to achieve the benefits we are charged with
enhancing. That’s why we encourage work with nonprofit
organizations and private developers.
We have not communicated this very well, and this
has bred confusion among program stakeholders and
advocates. Sure, we plant and manage trees, but we
do it to accomplish a federal purpose. Beautification
and hazardous trees are local issues, not federal ones.
Communities and landowners are responsible for maintaining their trees and forests in healthy and robust
condition.
For some, this idea about the use of federal funds and
authorities may be a sea change. I’m suggesting that
when we use U.S. Forest Service funds in a project, we
should show clear linkage to the outcomes we hope to
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achieve at the national level. To this end, federal and
state staff came together recently to define the following specific goals, including the types of projects/objectives that might fall under each. Perhaps these will
stimulate good and fresh dialog at the state and local
levels, and lead to renewed support for the federal program. As a result, we hope people will understand and
communicate more clearly that urban tree cover needs
to be maintained and expanded with sustained federal
funding.

UCF Goal 1: Reduce the impacts of land use
change, fragmentation, and urbanization on forest
landscapes
Objective 1.a: Provide expertise and facilitate the
implementation of green infrastructure and best management practices to identify and protect working
urban forests.
Objective 1.b: Provide technical assistance in the
development of land-use planning
tools, ordinances, programs and policies.
Objective 1.c: Restore and manage open spaces
in urban and urbanizing areas to
improve the quality of life for all residents.

UCF Goal 2: Moderate the impacts of catastrophic events
Objective 2.a: Increase the number of emergency response plans that incorporate
urban and community forestry elements.
Objective 2.b: Increase implementation of urban
forest risk management practices.
Objective 2.c: Develop programs for early detection, monitoring, and rapid response
for invasive insects and diseases in
the urban and community forest.
Objective 2.d: Enhance state and local pre- and
post-event response, damage
assessment, and recovery.

City Trees

There exists a federal role to spur strategic tree planting that will slow storm water runoff, cool the urban heat island, improve air quality
and conserve energy. We don’t need to further prove it, we just need to do it. Photo: Phillip Rodbell

UCF Goal 3: Protect and improve air and water
quality
Objective 3.a: Conserve and enhance urban forest canopy to help attain mandated
federal, state, and local regulatory
requirements.
Sub-objective: Integrate urban forestry into state implementation
plans (SIP)
Sub-objective: Integrate urban forestry into meeting storm water quantity and quality goals
Objective 3.b: Establish canopy goals to help
improve air and water quality.
Objective 3.c: Replace impervious surfaces with
tree canopy (increase infiltration of
storm water).

UCF Goal 4: Mitigate climate change
Objective 4.a: Use urban forestry tools to assess
and demonstrate the value of trees
in providing ecosystem services.
www.urban-forestry.com

Objective 4.b: Establish state and local urban canopy goals to reduce urban heat
islands, increase carbon sequestration, and reduce greenhouse gas
production.
Objective 4.c: Facilitate participation in carbon
markets.
Objective 4.d: Increase urban wood utilization for
biomass energy production and/or
value-added products.

UCF Goal 5: Conserve energy
Objective 5.a: Contribute to national energy security efforts by implementing programs that plant trees strategically
to reduce energy consumption.
Objective 5.b: Build programs that utilize trees as
a renewable energy source in urban
areas.
Objective 5.c: Increase policies and plans that
preserve energy conserving existing
tree canopy during the development
and construction process.
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State Urban Forestry Coordinators

Invasive Pests: Our Profession’s Silver Lining
by Drew Todd, State Urban Forestry Coordinator, Ohio Department of Natural Resources

Emerald Ash Borer: Our teachable moment Photo by Drew Todd

Most of us have been carefully taught that nothing good
can ever come from non-native invasive pests. However,
it was a foreign fungus fortuitously transported to North
America that gave birth to the urban forestry profession.
In 1930, a load of logs carrying Dutch Elm Disease
(DED) entered the Port of Cleveland. Like the elms
of Europe, our native American elm had little defense
against the fungus and was therefore highly susceptible
to this invasion. Soon after its arrival, decimation of
elms in eastern North America began.
As if validating the old saying “you don’t know what
you’ve got until it’s gone,” the urban public suddenly
became tree conscious. Seemingly overnight, urban
residents and community leaders understood the value
that public trees provide, and the eye-opening cost
of their removal. In Columbus, Ohio, an August 1943
newspaper article title, “Rotting Elms Endanger Life,
Property; Tree Trimmers Are 1,000 Calls Behind,” captured the situation.
From this dark episode came an appreciation for our
urban forests, plus a realization that to sustain their
many benefits, trees must be properly managed. While
an Asian fungus was the tipping point for this new
perception, our urban forests were predisposed to this
devastation because of the over-planting of a single
species. This occurred due to a lack of professional
guidance by people educated and trained in the art and
science of tree care.
Since that time, municipal administrators have slowly
moved from urban forestry awareness to urban forestry
action. Most of our larger cities now employ professional managers with programs that are equal to and on
par with other municipal services. The strides they have
made in managing their resources are truly amazing.
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Now, we are faced with an equally challenging invader,
the Emerald Ash Borer (EAB). Like the confrontation
between the American elm and DED, our North American
ash trees have no pre-exposure to this insect, and are
therefore easy prey. While the economic, environmental,
and social impact upon our communities will be significant, there is a silver lining. EAB can help market our
profession to every county, city, village, township, and
commercial/private property that has a growing ash
tree. The time to promote our profession has never
been better. We have always had a great product to sell;
with EAB we now have the public’s attention. We need
to demonstrate our professionalism in dealing with and
mitigating EAB’s impact.
In Ohio, we encourage all communities to be proactive
by developing and implementing EAB management plans
(ohiodnr.com/Home/eab/management/tabid/5073/
Default.aspx). Part of any management plan includes identifying the number of potentially threatened ash trees. If
a community has a significant ash population, they need
to determine how they are going to address those trees
once an EAB infestation begins. Many Ohio communities with comprehensive tree care programs, such as
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Upper Arlington, Dublin,
Grove City, Bexley, and Strongsville are proactively reducing their ash population prior to an EAB infestation.
We not only want our city foresters to be adequately
prepared for this insect, but also to use the situation to
promote their program and profession. This is our teachable moment. Communities lacking any type of tree care
program can use this situation to create one by convincing their community leaders of the vital role trees play
in their community, while city foresters can use EAB to
strengthen their existing programs. Ohio’s regional urban
foresters remain ready to help with either scenario.
The true measure of any program or profession is how
it addresses adversity. EAB is presenting us with an
unexpected opportunity to showcase the importance
and worth of our profession. This is our time to communicate the urban forest’s many benefits, and to demonstrate our ability to efficiently and effectively manage
this essential resource. While non-native invasive pests
like DED and EAB adversely affect our urban canopies,
they also offer us a unique and highly tangible opportunity that allied green agencies often lack. Granted,
these pest infestations are bad, but failing to take
advantage of the public’s ephemeral attention may be
the real calamity.
City Trees

Online Availability
klynnurseries.com
Visit our website
Sales Staff
Availability*
Hot List*

Providers of progressive urban
forestry management services to
a national client base.

Do you have a defensible tree
risk management plan?

Klyn Catalog 2008*
Quote Form
Photo Gallery
E-mail addresses
About Us
Directions
*Contact us for user name and password

Does your inventory steer
you or do you manage it?
Is a clear logic model at the
core of your management plan?
Do you occasionally
require external consults?
Does your program reflect
your documented policies?
Natural Path Urban Forestry
5455 S. Ingleside Ave, Suite 1E
Chicago, IL 60615
www.naturalpathforestry.com
email: natpath@earthlink.net

(773) 699-7284
www.urban-forestry.com

KLYN NURSERIES, Inc.
3322 SOUTH RIDGE RD. ¥ P.O. BOX 343
PERRY, OHIO 44081

TELEPHONE: (440) 259-3811
FAX: (440) 259-3338
1-800-860-8104
Web Site: klynnurseries.com
E-Mail:klyn@klynnurseries.com
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Replacing Power Line Trees in Rural Communities:
The West Virginia Experience
by Jennifer Brashears, Urban Forestry Technical Specialist, West Virginia Division of Forestry; Chip Brown, Forestry Manager,
Allegheny Power; and Bob Hannah, Urban Forestry Coordinator, West Virginia Division of Forestry

West Virginia is a state blessed with vast numbers of
trees and mountains, but few urban areas. In 2000,
only five towns had a population greater than 25,000,
with another ten towns ranging from 10,000 to 25,000
in population. Management of the 50,000-plus miles of
power lines for the state’s two public utilities, Allegheny
Power (AP) and Appalachian Power, traditionally focuses
on the forested right-of-way corridor (over 80% of the
state is forested).

cerning hazard tree recognition, planting techniques,
and future maintenance needs. Communities benefit
from the planting of attractive, low-maturing trees, while
local officials and residents are introduced to urban
forestry management concepts involving right tree,
right place. The ultimate goal of the MTRP is to have
informed communities place a greater value on the
appearance and health of their street trees along with
correct pruning methods.

The town areas and their tree populations have suffered
from poor quality trimming, with relations between the
towns and utilities ranging from fair to antagonistic.
AP has had town tree replacement programs in place
for over 25 years, and these programs have been very
successful at removing undesirable trees under power
lines and replacing them with trees more suitable to the
available growing space. However, these programs were
inconsistent in their application and often suffered from
a sense of distrust toward the utilities by town officials.

The program works like this: Each year the utilities
provide the DOF with a list of communities with whom
they will be working. The Urban Forestry group makes
contact with these communities to determine if they
want to participate in the program and visits the towns
to help them assess their tree populations and review
potential planting sites. With the local utility forester’s
involvement, proposed removals and planting sites are
further assessed. The available budget for any given
town is generally based on the size of the town and the
number of electric line miles within the town area. The
state DOF develops a contract for each participating
municipality which outlines the number of removals, the
number and species of trees to be replanted, and the
planting sites. The state then aggregates the towns into
a bid package for in-state nurseries, and the utilities pay
the bill once planting is completed.

The West Virginia Division of Forestry (WVDOF) Urban and
Community Forestry Program began in1991 and quickly
recognized two things—that town tree populations were
not being managed, and that knowledge of how to manage and maintain these populations was lacking. Tree
boards or commissions were few. The state faced similar
hurdles to the utilities in developing good relationships
with towns concerning their tree populations.
With this background, the WV Municipal Tree Restoration
Program (MTRP) began in 2000 as a cooperative effort
between the WVDOF and the two utilities to build
relationships with the towns in the state. It is an outgrowth of a research project conducted by West Virginia
University on the state’s utility-planted urban trees
under prior planting programs.

The program is not without challenges. It is sometimes
difficult to identify interested people or groups in any
community to champion the program and work with
the state and utilities. There are significant barriers in
overcoming traditional attitudes of how trees should be
trimmed (e.g., rounding over). And the continual changing of municipal officials often means starting over for
the state in a town when it comes back on the trimming
cycle for the utilities.

The goals of the MTRP program are to resolve tree and
utility line conflicts and to open doors for the DOF to
assist towns with their tree management. The utilities
provide the funding for power-line-compatible trees and
work with towns to remove undesirable trees. The DOF
provides technical assistance to the municipalities con-

But the success stories are numerous. Since the
program’s inception, over 1500 power- line-compatible
trees have been planted in 30-plus communities, many
of which are small towns that never before gave any
thought to tree management. Many of these towns have
been through multiple cycles of the program. The utility
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forester is now recognized as a source of advice and
information in these communities rather than someone
to be distrusted. In one community, the local tree commission has the local utility forester as a member.
The primary goal of the West Virginia Urban and
Community Forestry program is to foster active urban
forestry programs within the state municipalities. To
achieve this goal, the state program has capitalized on
the contacts generated by the MTRP. All participating
communities are made aware of the importance and
benefits of managing their urban forests through contacts with state staff. Several communities each year
take the next step toward urban forestry management
by establishing a tree board and adopting a public tree
care ordinance. Many of these go on to conduct street
tree inventories, develop management plans, and pass
budgets for tree establishment and maintenance.
What begins as a desire to plant new trees often grows
into a community possessing the tools necessary to
sustain a comprehensive tree care program. The MTRP
is a successful partnership with multiple benefits to
electric utilities, communities, and the state urban forestry program. It will continue to open doors of opportunity in rural West Virginia communities.

www.urban-forestry.com
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Regardless of where you work in
the field, the Consulting Academy
can bring you to a new level of
competence in your career.
— Joe Benassini, City of Sacramento, CA
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Mark Your Calendar!
SMA 44th Annual

Conference &
Trade Show
October 12-15, 2008
San Diego, California
at the Marriott
San Diego Mission Valley
Reservations:
Marriott (800) 228-9290 or
www.marriott.com
Check the SMA Web site
www.urban-forestry.com
for updates

2007 SMA Conference Highlights

Tree planting ceremony on the beach Photo: Steve Cothrel

Last September, SMA members from far Testimonials
and wide converged on the east coast of Florida for
a conference and trade show experience that won’t
soon be forgotten. The City of Hollywood and the local
conference committee put together a program that
was spectacular... an adjective that also applied to the
setting. The gorgeous beachfront “broadwalk” with the
sand and the surf beckoned just outside the conference
center doors, but inside, the stellar presenters spoke to
a full and appreciative house. Tropical plant lovers were
treated to a tour of the Tropical Zone Research Lab at
Fairchild Gardens, and spouses who accompanied their
arboraceous husbands or wives enjoyed a whirlwind
of activities throughout the conference. Conference
Chair and Hollywood City Arborist Don Goulding and
his wife Barbara were everywhere, minding every detail
right down to the custom-printed SMA candies served
on breaks. Our heartfelt thanks to Don and Barbara and
everyone who made this wonderful experience possible!
–Steve Cothrel, Superintendent of Parks and Forestry,
Upper Arlington, Ohio
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Over the years, I have come to expect first-rate speakers on a wide variety of topics close to the hearts of
our SMA members and other conference attendees;
Hollywood was no exception. From the pro-tree opening
remarks of Mayor Mara Giulianti, to the thunderous oratory of Dr. Kim Coder, the speakers all delivered important information for municipal arborists.
Although the conference program was outstanding, I
found equally important the many opportunities for
informal networking both with colleagues I have known
for years and with first-time attendees. I picked up
some great tips on contract specifications and new
ideas for volunteer involvement in urban forestry programs. In addition, I was able to converse about important Society governance issues directly with board and
committee members who are in positions of influence
within our great organization. Of special note was the
late-night body surfing expedition in the storm-churned
City Trees

warm Hollywood waters: That was a treat I will never
forget!—Owen Croy, Manager of Parks, City of Surrey,
British Columbia
Hollywood proved to be yet another in a long and
established history of outstanding SMA conferences.
Apart from the incredible oceanfront setting and a
truly great lineup of speakers, exhibitors, and events,
the thing that most stood out to me this year was the
large number of first-time conference attendees and
MFI graduates who were there. There were also some
notable absences, but I found tremendous gratification
in seeing, firsthand, evidence of the growth and solidity of our organization. I can certainly rest assured that
scores of memories accompanied those new attendees
back to their respective homes and jobs, to be shared
and to someday become part of the rich and ongoing
SMA conference lore.—Steve Shurtz, Urban Forestry &
Landscape Manager, City of Baton Rouge, Louisiana

(left to right) Steve Shurtz, Urban Forestry & Landscape Manager,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana; David Sivyer, Forestry Services Manager,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Jerri LaHaie, SMA Executive Director;
and Ed Macie, Regional Urban Forestry Coordinator, U.S. Forest
Service Photo: Steve Cothrel

I attended the SMA conference in Hollywood as a firsttimer not too sure what to expect. As an arborist who
works mostly with tropical species, I didn’t know how
much information from the lectures could translate to
my realm of expertise. I attended the Saturday pre-conference lectures in both the Hurricane and Municipal
Workshops. It was time well spent. I would have liked to
attend all of the talks but ended up switching back and
forth. Too bad it wasn’t two full days instead of one.
The series of lectures on Monday and Tuesday was
another opportunity for me to learn more about my
profession. I was very impressed with the caliber and
knowledge of many speakers and especially enjoyed
the lectures of Drs. Gilman, Coder, and Raupp, and Mr.
Ronald Zillmer. I was pleased to see that the lecturers
were receptive to questions. Indeed, even though my
expertise is in tropical and subtropical trees, I found
that I could learn from the efforts of those working
in temperate zones. I look forward to the next SMA
conference and plan on attending with high expectations.—Jeff Shimonski, Director of Horticulture, Jungle
Island, Miami, Florida

Davey Resource Group’s Jennifer Gulick receives an Award of
Achievement for her work bringing APWA and SMA members
together. Photo: Steve Cothrel

The SMA conference in Hollywood, Florida did not disappoint. The program provided a perfect balance between
top-rate speaker presentations and networking opportunities, which allowed the conference delegates ample
time to enjoy the sun and surf while reacquainting with
old colleagues and establishing new friendships.
I was touched by the welcoming remarks at the evening awards banquet given by Hollywood City Manager
Cameron Benson. It was evident how appreciative the
City was of SMA for having the conference in Hollywood.
We were all treated first-rate, and I returned home with
many wonderful memories.—Tami Sadonoja, Urban
Forestry Technician, City of Hamilton, Ontario
www.urban-forestry.com

The Hollywood “broadwalk” Photo: Bob Cool
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Crapemyrtle (Lagerstroemia indica) at Fairchild Tropical Botanic
Garden. Photo: Bob Cool

Spouses Tour Hollywood
Rebecca Munn: “Thanks to the spouse program
organized by Barbara Goulding, it was a wonderful
conference, both for my husband and for me. Verben
Grier was a fantastic guide. I plan to attend the SMA
conference next year with my husband, Tom, in San
Diego. I’m looking forward to it. If you’ve wondered
whether you would enjoy coming to a conference as
a couple, I have one word for you: yes!” (left to right)
Rebecca Munn, guide Verben Grier, Mary Frasier,
Jackie Paige, Sue Tarabula, and Roseann Slack.

Trunk of royal palm (Roystonea regia) at Fairchild Tropical Botanic
Garden. Photo: Bob Cool
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SMAers toured Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden on Sunday.
Photo: Bob Cool

Barbara White, Urban Forester with the Virginia Department of
Forestry, checks out a silent auction item. Photo: Steve Cothrel
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(left to right) Tami Sadonoja,
Urban Forestry Technician,
City of Hamilton, Ontario;
Gavin Longmuir, Manager of
Forestry, City of Mississauga,
Ontario; Garry Durnan,
Supervisor, Parks and Open
Spaces for the Town of
Ajax, Ontario; John McNeil,
Manager of Forestry and
Cemetery Services, Oakville,
Ontario; Gordon Mann,
Acting Deputy Director,
Sacramento Tree Foundation;
and Marla Eddy, City Forester
for Madison, Wisconsin.
(below)
Incoming SMA President
George Gonzalez (left) and
Immediate Past President
Andy Hillman Photo: Steve
Cothrel

Awards of Recognition
Award of Merit: Steve Shurtz, for his outstanding
service as SMA President (twice), NUCFAC representative, and SMA Web site coordinator.
Award of Achievement: Jenny Gulick, for her tremendous efforts in facilitating synergy between
SMA and APWA members.
Honorary Life Membership: Steve Cothrel, for his
unselfish and tireless efforts in supporting and
promoting the objectives of the SMA.
Conference Chair Award: Donald Goulding, in
grateful appreciation for his leadership and service to the Society as Chair and Host of the 43rd
Annual SMA Conference.
President’s Award of Appreciation: Stan Oka, City
of Honolulu, and Patrick Ching, for their Spirit of
Aloha and hard work making the 2007 ISA/SMA
Professional Affiliate Day a huge success.
President’s Award of Appreciation: Scott Maco,
Jennifer Statz, Paula Chope, Gene Hyde, Nina
Bassuk, and Bob Benjamin, for their invaluable
assistance in the i-Tree pest detection project.
President’s Award of Appreciation: Jerri
LaHaie, CAE, for her leadership, mentoring, and
friendship.

www.urban-forestry.com
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Chris Pargoff, City Forester of Livonia,
Michigan Photo: Bob Cool

First-time attendees are recognized at the Tuesday night banquet. Photo: Steve Cothrel

Barbara and Don Goulding, thank you
for all your efforts in organizing the 2007
SMA conference! Photo: Steve Cothrel

(left to right) Doug Still, Providence, Rhode Island City Forester; Don Goulding, City
Forester for Hollywood, Florida and SMA conference host; Andy Hillman, Ithaca, New
York City Forester; and Shannon McSurely Photo: Steve Cothrel

ISA-SMA Liaison Bob Benjamin presents
his talk, “Early Pest Protection in our Urban
and Community Forest.” Photo: Bob Cool
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Cabbage palms (Sabal palmetto) on the Hollywood beach, braced by 2 x 4s, nailed to
bollards, which are held in place by banding. The root balls are secured to the ground
by cable to prevent trees from being washed away during storms. Photo: Bob Cool

City Trees

Obliged and Beholden
We give hearty thanks to the following individuals and companies that helped make the Hollywood
Conference such a success!*

Conference Committee
Members

Conference Exhibitors
Aerial Lift of Connecticut Inc.

Chair: Donald Goulding

Altec

Barbara Goulding

Amereq Inc.

Kim Pearson

Arbor Care Equipment

Bob Brennan

ArborPro Urban Forestry Inc.

Kris Rebar
Sheryle Dell
Denise Yoezle
Verben Grier

Arborvision Software Inc.
Asplundh Tree Expert Co.
Bandit Industries Inc.
Brooks Tree Brace Systems Inc.
Davey Resource Group

Silent Auction & Door
Prize Donors
Arbor Pro
Asplundh Tree Expert Co.
Barbara Greenfield
Barnes & Noble Inc.
Botanical Concepts
Doggett Corporation
Don & Barbara Goulding
Engineered Watering Solutions
Florida Urban Forestry Council
Herbert Jean

Genise Williams

Davis Lumber Company

William Rodriguez

Doggett Corporation

Charles Kerr

Hollywood Beach Marriott
Resort & Spa

Earth Advisors Inc.

Jameson Corporation

Mickey Atelus

Engineered Watering Solutions

Janet Maland

Pauline Wallace

Fiberweb/Biobarrier Inc.

Alison Hibbert

Green Manufacturing Inc.

Landscape Inspectors
Association of Florida

Horticultural Alliance Inc.

Linda Altsuter

Jameson LLC

Marshall Tree Farm

Davey Resource Group

John Deere Landscapes

Mike Zimmerman

Dixie Landscape

Marshall Tree Farm

Nina Bassuk

Donald R. Goulding, RCA #400

J. J. Mauget Company

Richard Field

Nelson Tree Service Inc.

Sheila Elias

Rainbow Treecare Scientific
Advancements Inc.

Shell Lumber & Hardware

FP&L

Root Plus Growers Association
of Florida Inc.

The Lorax Group

J.J. Mauget Company

RPM Ecosystems LLC

Landscape Inspectors
Association of Florida Inc.

Super Air Knife

*Every effort was made to compile a

The Kenerson Group

complete list of conference supporters.

Runway Growers

USDA Forest Service

If we’ve inadvertently left your company

Tree Movers Inc.

Vermeer Southeast Sales &
Services Inc.

out, please let us know so we can

Westenberger Tree Service Inc.

City Trees.

Conference Sponsors

Florida Urban Forestry
Council Inc.
Forecon Inc.

www.urban-forestry.com

Society of Municipal Arborists
Trudy Kubler

acknowledge you in a future issue of
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…continued from page 23

Quercus palustris make up 7.5% of the total street tree population in New York City. Photo: Matt Stephens

New York City Tree Facts
Total number of trees in NYC: 5.2 million
Number of street trees in NYC: 592,130
Number of tree species in NYC: 168
Total annual building energy reduction attributed to
NYC trees: $27 million
Total annual stormwater-runoff reduction attributed
to NYC trees: over $35 million
Total annual air pollution reduction attributed to
NYC trees: $10 million
Total annual increase in property values attributed
to NYC trees: $52 million
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over the next twenty-two years while making sure that
the quality of life New Yorkers enjoy is not only maintained, but also expanded. With the initiation of PlaNYC,
New York City has galvanized its leadership in the fight
against global warming and ensured its goal of becoming a sustainable city. The scientific evidence is clear
and indisputable: humans have accelerated the effects
of global warming. Cities all across the nation and globe
must change the way they operate, or the environment
will suffer. PlaNYC is the path New York City is following
toward a greener, healthier, and ultimately, more sustainable future. The question then becomes what path
is your City going to take?
For more information on PlaNYC please visit:
www.nyc.gov/html/planyc2030
For more information on Million Trees NYC please visit:
www.milliontreesnyc.org
City Trees

WHAT TREE ROOTS THINK
WHEN THEY SEE BIOBARRIER.
®

T

rees and shrubs provide shade, beauty and
oxygen, but their roots can cause an
incredible amount of damage.
Biobarrier sends roots in a new
direction... away from your sidewalk,
building or landscaped area.
Easily installed Biobarrier
Root Control System is a
durable geotextile fabric
with permanently
attached nodules
containing trifluralin. The
trifluralin is gradually released
from the nodules to create
an invisible “no trespassing” zone
beside the structure you want protected.
Rated by the US EPA as less toxic* than
table salt, trifluralin works by preventing root
tip cell division, which is how roots grow.
When root tips reach the zone of trifluralin,
they are
rerouted
to grow
in another
direction.
Porous and flexible. Biobarrier blocks
only roots, so water, air and nutrients
flow through it, allowing healthier soil
conditions for the tree. And because it is
a flexible fabric, you choose exactly how
much you need and where to place it to
fit the contours of your specific site.

*Based on acute oral LD-50

Works invisibly. Biobarrier is installed completely
underground. Unlike hard barriers, it doesn’t
need to protrude above the soil in order to
work. This ensures the area around
your tree is more attractive and less
of a tripping hazard and liability.
Guaranteed and
maintenance-free for
15 years. Biobarrier
is the only root barrier
on the market that is
guaranteed for 15 years. That
means you’ll have a decade-anda-half of no maintenance worries,
no labor costs, no hardscape or
landscape damage, and no complaints.
Biobarrier lets
Sidewalk
you direct
roots so they
can continue
to grow and
Biobarrier
nourish the
tree without damaging your investment.
With Biobarrier, you can have your tree and
your sidewalk too.
Biobarrier detours roots from your sidewalk,
building or landscape.

A Fiberweb Brand
800-25-ROOTS (800-257-6687 ext. 214)
www.Biobarrier.com • Email: RBergh@Fiberweb.com

SOCIETY OF MUNICIPAL ARBORISTS
P.O. Box 641
Watkinsville, GA 30677
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